In the educational context, it is important to provide students with learning resources, such as tutorials, video lectures, and educational games to help their learning process, especially when they are not in the school and have difficulties or doubts. In these situations, recommendation systems may be used to suggest learning resources for students, avoiding, for instance, the task of making the manual process of searching and selecting resources. Most generic recommendation systems for video lectures use viewing history of the user to make recommendations of videos, which are in according of the user interests. In the educational context, other factors must be considered, the video should not only be of interest to the student, as it will be used as a learning resource for the main purpose of helping the student to learn a particular subject or clarify doubts. Hence, in this paper we evaluated three classifiers and propose a predictive model to classify video lectures according to their quality. We applied machine-learning algorithms on a set of video lectures by classified students according to some quality requirements. We conducted an experiment and preliminary results indicate good quality of the selected prediction model.
INTRODUCTION
The search for relevant information on the Web is a well known problem that has been addressed by several studies in the literature. Recommendation systems have been considered one important way to address this problem. In the educational context, recommendation systems are used to recommend learning resources for students, saving the students the time by manual process of searching and selecting resources. One of the most used resources by students are the video lectures. Websites like Youtube 1 and Vimeo 2 have many videos within various themes, including video lectures of various topics.
The amount of videos on the Internet is growing at an explosive rate [1] , making it harder the search for good and appropriate video lectures. When students have to learn a subject or they are in doubt, they generally perform the following steps: 1. Search on a website of videos using keywords from the subject; 2. Choose one of the first videos ranked to watch; 3. If the video is not good enough for them, then they stop watching it and try another video. It may occur students selecting several bad videos followed, until they find a video that they classifies as good and watch the full video to learn what they need. This happens because many students have no way to predict the quality of video lecture selected.
Most generic recommendation systems for videos uses viewing history from previous users to suggest videos [3] . In the educational context, other factors must be considered, the video should not only be of interest to students, as it will be used as a learning resource for the main purpose of helping students to learn a particular subject or clarify doubts. In this paper we evaluated three classifiers to classify video lectures according to their quality. The classifiers Navie Bayes, SVM and C4.5 were used. The classifier with better performance compared to others was selected.
EXPERIMENT
The purpose of the experiment was to evaluate the predictive ability from classifiers towards video evaluation. For perform the experiment the Weka software was used [2] .
To perform the experiment 120 video lectures from YouTube were collected in the mathematic domain. The video lectures belong to the following topics: logarithms, Cartesian plane, set theory, polynomial functions, geometric progression and matrices. A total of 15 undergraduate students volunteered to evaluate videos. Each video lecture was assessed by 5 students who had attended courses that have mathematical knowledge as a prerequisite, such as calculus and linear algebra. Students evaluated the video lectures by applying grades from 0 to 10, median grade from this evaliation was used to generate the overall assessment of video lecture. Students were instructed to review the video lectures on the following criteria: clarity, teaching method, depth in the proposed issue, audio quality and image, teacher's didactic, among others. A video lecture is composed of the following attributes: title size, description size, duration, date of publication, view count, like count, dislike count and comment count. The attributes were normalized and then discretized.
All attributes have been discretized using histogram analysis. Each video has a class called "evaluation" that can take the labels: inadequate, bad, average, good, excellent.
The experiment was performed using 10-fold stratified crossvalidation. This procedure divides the sample into k mutually exclusive parts (folds), for each step, k − 1 folds are used for training and the induced hypothesis is tested on the remaining fold. In order to get statistically meaningful results, the number of iterations used was 10. In case of 10-fold cross-validation this means 100 calls of one classifier with training data and tested against test data. The current experiment performs 10 runs of 10-fold stratified crossvalidation on the dataset using Navie Bayes, SVM and C4.5 scheme, this means 300 calls. The experiment consists in to confirm if the video lectures were automatically labeled correctly (in the sense of assigning a evaluation).
Evaluation Metrics
Given an algorithm A and a set of instances denominated T , assume that T is divided into k partitions. In the case of 10-fold cross-validation, k = 10. For each partition i, the hypothesis hi is induced and the error denoted by err(hi), where i = {1, 2, ..., k} is calculated. The mean, variance and standard deviation for all partitions are calculated using the following formulas:
When comparing two inductors in the same domain T , the standard deviation can be seen as a picture of the robustness of the algorithm: if the errors (calculated on different test sets) derived from induced hypotheses using different training sets are very different from one experiment to another, this indicates that the inductor is not robust to changes in the training set, coming from the same distribution. To compare two machine learning algorithms and decide which one is better (with confidence level of 80%), just take the general case to determine whether the difference between two algorithms (Ai and Aj) is significant or not, assuming a distribution normal. For this, the mean and standard deviation combinations are calculated according to the following equations:
. The absolute difference (ad) is given in standard deviations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the results of the experiment, the classifier that showed the best performance was the SVM. Table 1 shows the results of the comparative analysis of used classifiers.
In the comparison between Navie Bayes and SVM, where Ai Although we have achieved good results with our experiments, we verified three treats to validity of our work: i) The small number of volunteers (15) for evaluate the video lectures; ii) The limited domain and limited dataset; iii) The limited number of attributes -in our work we used only nine attibutes. We pretend to perform new experiments increasing the number of attributes, such as: analysis of the subtitles, audio and image quality, type of lesson (theoretical or problem solving), resources used in the video lecture (blackboard, slides or pen and paper), among others.
